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An Invesgaon of the Percepons of Florida-Friendly Landscapes
HOA/Homeowner Focus Group Study
Part I
Introducon
Study Purpose
The purpose of the study was to learn where homeowners and homeowners associaon (HOA) board members agree
and disagree on Florida-Friendly Landscaping™ (FFL). The results were used to develop guidelines for the FFL program
and Extension agents who work with HOA board members to develop landscape covenants and for those who work
with homeowners to gain HOA approval of Florida-Friendly landscapes. The results of the study are presented in this
workbook in a format that can be used by the FFL program and Extension personnel to develop materials and presentaons for HOA board members and homeowners. A deep understanding of the audience’s needs and characteriscs are
vital to encouraging posive community change through Extension programming. We recommend using this workbook
as a resource for audience analysis acvies. Results can also be used to revise landscape covenants and to work with
homeowners to gain approval of their applicaon to convert to a FFL landscape.
Social Markeng Research
This study is based on the social markeng approach to behavior change. Social markeng is a framework for behavior
change that uses social research (including focus groups, interviews, and surveys) to develop a deep understanding of
community needs and characteriscs. This understanding helps to design, implement, and manage programs that encourage posive community change. Social markeng helps behavior change to be relevant from the target audience’s
point of view, reduces barriers to change, and increases beneﬁts to performing a behavior. In this case, the FloridaFriendly Landscaping™ program wants to make posive environmental changes by encouraging homeowners’ adopon of recommended landscaping pracces. The social markeng research discussed in this workbook has informed
recommendaons on the behaviors we should promote, factors that aﬀect it, and strategies for a comprehensive
markeng program.
Study Format
Focus groups were chosen as the data collecon method so we could learn about social and group dynamics that impact landscaping pracces. For this study, the focus groups, which are like group interviews, were conducted in two
communies. In each of the communies two focus groups were conducted: one focus group of HOA board members
and one group of homeowners. We wanted to know how the groups’ opinions aligned or diﬀered in their answers to
the series of twelve quesons listed below.
1. How would you describe your yard?
2. How much me do you spend taking care of your yard?
3. Do you consider your yard to be “environmentally friendly”? What makes you say that?
4. Do you think much about the amount of water you apply to your yard? Why do you say that?
5. In what ways does your yard aﬀect water quality? How about water quanty?
6. How important is having turf to you instead of having more plants, trees and ﬂowers?
7. What about for your neighbors, how important is it to them?
8. Have you heard of the term “Florida Friendly”? What does it mean to you? Can you provide examples?
9. How does your HOA encourage environmentally friendly landscaping? In what ways does it discourage that?
10. Can you describe an experience you have had with your HOA and your landscape?
11. What changes would you like to see in that process?
12. Is there anything else you would like to tell us that we haven’t discussed?
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Study Methodology
A team of researchers used focus groups to collect data and mulple rounds of data organizaon, interpreve wring,
and discussion to analyze the data. Through the analysis, researchers idenﬁed topic areas and developed insight
from comparing the groups’ opinions.
Data Analysis Methodology
The focus groups were audio recorded and then transcribed by a research assistant and the transcripts were reviewed
and analyzed using MaxQDA qualitave data analysis soware. First, the FFL research team reviewed the transcripts
and developed a list of key words, or “codes”. The codes were categories which helped the analyzers organize sentences
from the transcript based on their content and meaning. This process of data organizaon is called “coding” the
transcripts, a process of tagging and grouping sentences into categories. Two social researchers, an anthropologist and
an Extension educaon scholar, were contracted by the FFL team to code the transcripts. The FFL team met with the
research analysis team to explain the project and its goals, inial impressions of common themes observed by the FFL
research team during the focus group facilitaon, and to develop analysis goals.
The analysis process goals included:
x Coding the data
x Idenfying common themes
x Idenfying similaries and diﬀerences among and between groups
x Generang ideas about acceptable FFL landscapes
x Shaping advice on FFL deed restricons that could be provided to HOAs
x Collecng insights for a social markeng campaign to increase the adopon of FFL principles among HOA boards
and residents.
The two analyzers divided the focus group data in half by neighborhood. One analyzer coded the two transcripts
from the ﬁrst neighborhood, and the other analyzer coded the remaining two transcripts from the second
neighborhood. While coding, they kept a log of their methods, and wrote notes and memos of interesng statements, counter-examples, and their ideas. The researchers met periodically to discuss their coding and analysis process. Aer the ﬁrst round of coding the analyzers met to review the coded statements and create a document addressing the analysis goals.
The analyzers then met with the FFL team to discuss the common themes (topic areas) they observed, the similaries and diﬀerences among the two focus groups in their neighborhood, and the similaries and diﬀerences between
neighborhoods. The analyzers and the FFL team also discussed recommendaons for HOA rules and a social
markeng campaign. Aer that analysis meeng, FFL researchers developed this document for Extension agents. In
the study results secon below, we share four main areas of concern including: aesthecs, environment, culture/
social, and educaon.
Study Results
Four topic areas serve as a basis for the organizaon of this workbook. In each topic area there are key words and
concepts that both the groups (homeowners and HOA board members) menoned and there are key words and
concepts that are important to one group or the other, but not necessarily important to both groups. The template
includes many images to illustrate the concepts and is intended to be used in materials developed by extension agents
and in revised landscape covenants developed by HOA board members. Also included in the manual are suggested
acvies that can be used to help facilitate the development of educaonal materials by FFL program staﬀ, extension
agents, and extension specialists.
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Each topic area was deﬁned for data analysis and to facilitate interpretaon of the results. Key words in the parcipant
comments formed the basis of the topic areas and in turn helped create the topic deﬁnion. The deﬁnions are
speciﬁc to this study and are not necessarily the diconary deﬁnion of the term. The following are the topic
deﬁnions and an explanaon of why the topic area was important in this research.
Topic Area 1—Aesthecs: the look or appearance of the yard. The visual quality of a landscape is determined by
several factors, including the plant material and the hardscape. The aesthecs of plant material is determined by the
form (shape), color, texture, and size of the plant. Landscape design incorporates these elements and follows a set of
design principles to create a cohesive but interesng look that compliments the architecture of the house for a visually
appealing yard.
Topic Area 2—Environment: health of the environment, primarily water quanty and quality. The health of the
environment is oen judged by the appearance of plant material and water. The excessive use of irrigaon water and
ferlizer for year-around green turf is a concern; however, green turf is considered a property value asset by many.
Cloudy water and algae growth is oen seen as a sign of poor water quality and the presence or lack of valued wildlife
(parcularly birds) around water bodies is also seen by many as an indicator of water quality.
Topic area 3—Cultural/Social: the social norms of community home landscapes. Accepted and expected visual
appearance of front yards is valued by many to maintain a cohesive community look and property values. Many
homeowners purchase property in HOA communies for insurance that visual standards in their neighborhood will be
maintained. There is typically a high desire to “ﬁt in” with the norms, but also be able to express some individual
personality in front yard landscapes.
Topic Area 4—Educaon: knowledge of Florida-Friendly Landscaping™. Knowledge of Florida-Friendly Landscaping™
is desired by many homeowners and HOA board members who expressed conﬁdence in the concept of FFL as
water-saving but uncertainty about the look for an FFL yard. Sources of informaon were desired.

Analysis and Discussion Tables
Part I
Informaon from each topic area is presented in four tables: Table 1) Items of concern—HOA board members and
homeowners, Table 2) Items of concern — HOA Board members, Table 3) Items of concern — Homeowners, and Table
4) Linking Items of concern — Homeowners and Board Members. Each table has two columns, the ﬁrst column describes the landscape item of concern and the second column is a response or suggeson related to the item. The suggeson might be for code revisions or educaonal acvies, or it might simply be an explanaon or informaon to clarify the items.
Part II
The last four tables in Part II synthesizes the most important concerns from each topic area into a comprehensive
statement that gives direcon for a set of acvies and recommendaons. The ﬁrst column lists who would be
responsible and the second column the acvity recommended. The four tables include: Table 1) Aesthecs:
Connecng the Look of FFL and HOA Landscapes, Table 2) Environment: Linking Aesthecs to Environmental Health,
3) Social/Cultural: Wring Beer Covenants, and 4) Educaon: Ideas for Programs and Materials.
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Key Terms and Related Concepts used in this Manual
The terms and concepts listed below were developed from the data analysis.
Aesthecs (the look) is not about how ‘prey’ the landscape is, but instead is about appropriate plant selecon, locaon of plants, and the maintenance of the plants. Board members monitor the ‘look’ in terms of maintenance and
inappropriately placed plants, not the design. A well-maintained FFL yard will ﬁt the desired look of the neighborhood
beer than a poorly maintained tradional yard.
Weeds are the catalyst for maintenance disputes from both groups. They represent lack of care and responsibility for
the neighborhood and for neighbors. They also impact neighbors when allowed to spread. An FFL yard will be no
diﬀerent in terms of the look of weeds than a tradional yard; weed control may be diﬀerent, but the end look will be
the same with the plus of having a more environmentally-friendly yard.
Turf is also a catalyst for diﬀerence of opinion and maintenance/use disputes. The conversaon on turf maintenance
and water use should include irrigaon technologies and turf type. Not all yards can support turf (right plant/right
place). FFL yards oﬀer homeowners opons to endless turf problems by promong other groundcovers, but they also
support the use of turf where it can be maintained properly.
Homeowner Associaon Covenants serve a purpose and can be used to promote FFL landscapes that maintain the
neighborhood look. Well-wrien covenants guide the selecon and locaon of plant material and maintenance pracces. Poorly wrien covenants are overly prescripve and allow for subjecve judgment on aesthecs. The role of the
board members in enforcement of covenants is also a source of contenon. Uneven monitoring and enforcement may
discourage the use of FFL landscapes if homeowners believe FFL yards will be scrunized more closely.
Social norms for landscapes are rarely a topic of conversaon among neighbors unless someone on the street has an
unconvenonal or poorly maintained landscape. Neighbors are distressed by the unwillingness of others to follow the
norms because it aﬀects the percepon of the enre neighborhood. Most homeowners would not be able to make a
disncon between a properly maintained tradional yard and an FFL yard. The concern of being outside the norm
ulmately is about maintenance of either type of yard. However, FFL is oen perceived to be less well maintained.
Environmental yards can be FFL or tradional. The aesthecs or ‘look’ make no diﬀerence to wildlife, both yards can
provide shelter, food, and nesng depending on the habitat created by the plants. FFL supports the use of nave and
non-nave plants so it can be disentangled from the debate on the use of nave plants.
FFL principles can be diﬃcult to codify and include in covenants and landscape recommendaons, which may be one
reason HOA review boards (and their legal consultants) hesitate including them in covenants. However the principle of
right plant/right place can be measured and enforced through standard covenant language. To be enforceable a landscape element must be measurable, using dimensions, percentages, numbers, type, and locaon. Covenants can include height and spread of plants, percentage of turf/plants, total numbers of plants and allowable locaons — many
of these codiﬁed measures address FFL principles.
Homeowner Associaons need to develop their own version of FFL. The review boards can work with a landscape
designer who is familiar with FFL principles to cra a version of an FFL yard that meets their needs for aesthec quality
and provides the environmental beneﬁts desired by homeowners who want to convert their yard to FFL.
Educaonal materials with graphics such as photos and diagrams are important to the success of developing an HOA
speciﬁc FFL design guide. People are more likely to accept and agree on change if they can picture the outcome of the
proposed change.
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Topic Area 1 — Aesthecs

Aesthecs: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members and Homeowners

Landscape Items

Response

Weeds — Both groups stated the presence of weeds was
unaracve and showed lack of care. Weeds were
typical in many of the rental homes which were seen to
degrade the look of the enre neighborhood.
Homeowners were also concerned about the weeds
spreading to their yards and the common areas.

Code statements concerning weed control should
delimit the areas that must be weed free (front
yard). What constutes weeds and a “weedy” look
may not be the same for everyone — for some
people a more natural look is weedy compared to
a manicured look. Images: A1, A2 — Photos show
required weed free areas such as turf in the front
yard

Stones — Neither group liked the look of excessive stones in
the yard. Examples they sited included yards completely covered with gravel or large river rock. Both groups described the
funconal use of rocks, such as a dry stream bed in a swale or a
pathway as acceptable. Homeowners found rocks more
acceptable for maintenance purposes or to save on water use.

Code statements that describe the percent of
landscape that can be covered in rock (i.e., not
more than 25%) and the type of rocks that can be
used for diﬀerent purposes are helpful. Photo
examples should include acceptable design ideas
for the use of rocks. Images: A3, A4 — rocks used
appropriately as a focal point and along foundaon

Property Value — Both groups agree the aesthecs of the yard
is personal, emoonal, and ed to the perceived value of the
house. The look of the yard also aﬀects the perceived value of
all the houses in the neighborhood. Houses are emoonal
issues because of their value and what they mean to families
and they are a reﬂecon of the people who live there.

Descripons or statements that acknowledge the
personal and emoonal es and explains the
philosophy or “look” desired in the
community and concept of community pride that
the landscape will inﬂuence are helpful when
monitoring landscapes and explaining the need for
covenants.

The look of FFL — Both groups were not sure how to describe
the “look” of an FFL yard — What does it look like? Homeowners had more knowledge and were more conﬁdent that they
could describe an FFL yard. HOA board members were not sure
they could recommend FFL if they didn’t know what it looked
like.

Images in covenants that convey the look of FFL
that ﬁt the community-wide goals and also show
the
similaries between FFL and the desired
community landscapes are helpful. Images: A5, A6
– FFL landscapes with diﬀerent looks.

The primary concern of both groups was to promote aracve landscapes that maintain property value and
environmental health, but the homeowners expressed more concerned with the environment while HOA board
members expressed equal concerned with property values. Board members agreed they would be more willing to
recommend/approve FFL yards if they could visualize the look of the yard in their neighborhood and homeowners
agreed they would be more likely to install an FFL yard if they could also visualize the yard and if the HOA covenants
allowed for some ﬂexibility in the appearance.
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Aesthecs: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members

Landscape Items

Response

Cohesive Look — A major concern is that FFL yards “ﬁt”
into the look of the enre neighborhood. “Fit” means
that the yard looks very similar to the other yards in the
neighborhood that follow the code restricons. Some
deviaon may be acceptable, however not too much.

Images of landscape norms for the neighborhood,
including trees, planng beds, and plants around ulies,
are helpful. Other features such as stone/gravel pathways,
yard ornaments, fences, furniture, and water features
should be included. Images: A1 — neighborhood standard
for turf strip, A2— a neighborhood standard for pervious
paver pathways and furniture

More Turf — generally board members felt larger areas
of turf increases the value of the property and the
aesthec appeal of the yard.

The FFL program should invesgate the percepon of
more turf increasing home value. A well maintained yard
may increase home value more than amount of turf, so a
small area of healthy turf could be more desirable than a
large area of unhealthy turf. Plan view drawings of a yard
should show the minimum percent of turf required and
show the same yard as viewed from the street.
Images: A3, A4– show what is considered poorly maintained undesirable turf

Aesthecs of FFL yard — Members were also
concerned that FFL yards may not be aesthecally
pleasing (too natural) and decrease property value.
Some described FFL yards as arid, monochrome,
ulitarian, and not aesthecally pleasing.

Use images of landscapes from other communies which
have FFL yards that meet the aesthec requirements of
their community as examples. The FFL program should
invesgate the value of homes in communies that have
adopted FFL yards.

Preference among tradional yards — it should be noted that there were also diﬀerences in preferences for
tradional yards. For example, some board members
like densely planted shrubs while others prefer space
between plants.

The preference diﬀerence points to the fact that
preference issues are not only with FFL yards, which means
that example photos showing a balanced landscape — not
too many shrubs (seen as a maintenance issue) or too few
shrubs (not appealing) would be the best examples.
Images: A5, A6– images with too few shrubs and a high
number of shrubs.

Maintained look — for board members the concern
was not so much about the look of a yard when it is
maintained, it is more about the look when it is not
maintained.

Use photo examples of the level of maintenance that is
expected and examples of appropriate maintenance.
Although maintenance expectaons are hard to quanfy
the photos will give homeowners a general idea of what
their yards should look like.
Images: A7, A8 — well-maintained shrubs and plant beds
(no weeds, fresh mulch)
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Aesthecs: Items of Concern — Homeowners

Landscape Items

Response

Variety of Looks — Homeowners would like to have a
variety of styles to select from — including a manicured
look to a more natural look. The homeowners
expressed a desire to deviate from the FFL norm (use
more annuals and edibles) — but not too much — they
wanted to be able to have some individual expression
in their yard.

Many types of plant material have a naturally
pleasing form that can be maintained with lile pruning.
Select plants with a compact, non-sprawling form. One
landscape design technique uses plants that are well maintained closest to the sidewalk and road and less manicured
plants by the house and deeper into the yard. This gives
the
impression of a manicured look throughout the landscape.
Example photos and plans can be included in covenants.
Images: A1, A2 — plants with compact form

Less turf — Homeowners also desired less turf and
were open to turf alternaves — especially in areas
where turf is diﬃcult to grow. They expressed frustraon with
having to constantly replace turf or use other measures
to maintain green turf. They also expressed a desire to
use less irrigaon and ferlizer — for environmental
and ﬁnancial purposes.

Homeowners should design their FFL yard to give the impression of a larger turf area from the road. Deeply curved
beds that bring ‘ribbons’ of turf from the foreground deep
into the yard give the impression of more turf. A plan view
example will help illustrate this concept. Images: A3, A4 —
plan view of curved turf bedlines and view of turf bed from
street

Natural landscapes —Some homeowners felt that FFL
meant a more natural landscape with nave plants that
aract wildlife. They were more willing to accept
dormant grass (brown color) but they felt there was a
steep learning curve for new homeowners who thought
grass was green year around in Florida.

The look of brown grass can be oﬀset with large groundcover areas and small and medium shrubs that are evergreen with dense foliage. Properly
irrigated turf will be healthy and have a green
appearance. Images: A5, A6– small turf areas and groundcover with evergreen plants

Qualiﬁed maintenance people — Homeowners who
could not maintain their own yard complained that it
was diﬃcult to ﬁnd qualiﬁed gardeners who could do
proper pruning and weeding (rather than mow, blow,
and go). Hiring for lawn care was not a problem, but
plant care was diﬃcult.

HOA’s could maintain a list of recommended
gardeners who can maintain yards (weeding and pruning)
based on FFL principles and the HOA
standards. Well-maintained landscapes in the
neighborhood could be a source of idenfying
maintenance companies.

Perceived maintenance — homeowners talked about
judging landscapes based on the perceived level of
maintenance they thought the landscape would
require. FFL™ yards were perceived to require less
maintenance by homeowners but more maintenance
by board members.

Photos of several landscapes (both tradional and FFL)
with a descripon of the maintenance tasks may help both
groups see that the maintenance tasks are similar, but
me for each may be diﬀerent. Data from the research
plots will help illustrate the diﬀerences. Images: A7 —
mowing and edging, A8– weeding and trimming
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Aesthecs: Linking Items — Homeowners and Board Members
Link: Invesgate ways to combine the desired neighborhood ‘ﬁt’ for board members and desired variety of looks for
homeowners into one landscape. FFL and tradional yards have many features in common and features from each
can be incorporated to create an FFL yard with a tradional look.
Landscape Items
Linking FFL & Tradional
Trees– For energy eﬃciency, FFL recommends locang
shade trees over AC units and along east and west facing
walls. Covenants somemes restrict the use of trees and
homeowners are typically not allowed to plant or remove
trees without board approval.

Give appropriate distances for trees from building walls
and a list of recommended urban trees that are storm/
wind hardy. The compromise is that trees are allowed —
but only certain types in speciﬁc locaons. Image: A1 –
trees by pool enclosures

Shrubs — FFL recommends shrubs for energy eﬃciency
and buﬀers. Covenants somemes limit the use of large
shrubs in the front yard. FFL recommends using shrubs
that naturally maintain a pleasing form with lile pruning.
Groundcover (including annuals) — FFL recommends
drought tolerant groundcover plants and mulch for
heavily shaded areas and slopes where turf is diﬃcult to
maintain.

List shrubs by mature height and recommend smaller
shrubs for the front yard and tall shrubs for property
boundaries or buﬀers. The compromise is height
restricons in certain areas. Image: A3 – shows acceptable shrub heights along property border and in yards
Require the use of mulch in all beds and include a list of
possible ground covers. The compromise is less turf and
more groundcover materials. Image: A4 – use of more
mulch and less turf

Edibles — Like other landscape plants, edibles should
follow the ﬁrst principle — right plant in the right place.
Covenants oen restrict edibles to the back yard or side
yard behind fences.

Edibles should be allowed in the back yard but conﬁned
to decorave containers only in the front yard. The
compromise is front yard edibles in small amounts in
containers that help maintain a less messy look.

Turf — Most covenants recommend a minimum percent
of turf in the front yard, while FFL encourages the use of
turf in funconal areas to reduce the amount of irrigaon
required.
Mulch — FFL recommends mulching to protect the soil,
maintain soil moisture, and inhibit weed growth. Covenants oen require the use of certain types of mulch.
Hardscape — FFL encourages the reasonable use of
pervious hardscape to allow for drainage and ﬁltraon of
rainwater. The use of hardscape (driveways, paos,
courtyards, wide walkways) in the front yard varies with
diﬀerent covenants.
Yard ornaments — FFL does not take a stand on the use
of ornaments, but does encourage the use of rain barrels
to collect irrigaon water. Most covenants restrict the
use of ornaments in the front yard to containers, and/or
small water features. Typically rain barrels are not
allowed in the front yard.

Covenants should demonstrate ways to lay out turf to
give the percepon of large areas with smaller amounts
of turf.

Wildlife Habitat — FFL encourages the use of features
(bird and bat houses) and vercal layering to aract wildlife. Most covenants do not speciﬁcally discourage wildlife, however birdbaths and houses are usually only allowed in the backyard.

Since covenants and FFL both encourage mulch, the
compromise is to use only FFL recommended mulch.
The use of hardscape, such as pathways, decks or paos,
in the front yard could be allowed with set limits on area
(sq. feet) and type of hardscape (pervious pavers).
Images: A2, A5, A6– pathways, fences, deck , and paver
driveway in the front yard
Examples of acceptable ornaments should be included in
the covenants to give homeowners an idea of the look
that is desired. Features should be incorporated in the
design and support the overall look — not randomly
placed. Image: A5– picket fence is an acceptable
ornament in the front yard.
Wildlife habitats are usually more appropriate for the
back yard so no compromise is needed.
Images: A7 — FFL wildlife habitat in back yard vs. A8 —
more tradional yard wildlife habitat in the side yard.
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Topic Area 2 — Environment
Environment: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members and Homeowners

Environmental Items
Nuisance Wildlife — Both groups agreed that some
wildlife is not welcome (squirrels, armadillos, snakes,
and
raccoons), because of damage they can cause to the
landscape, the threat they represent to other wildlife
and some, such as snakes, because of fear.

Response
The FFL program may be able to idenfy parcular plants
or landscape features that aract more desirable types of
wildlife and plants that should be avoided because they
aract undesirable wildlife. Image: E1 — Evergreen nave
plants that work well in the front yard.

Welcome Wildlife — Wildlife that does not hurt the
landscape are welcome (birds, buerﬂies, pollinators)
although both groups acknowledged that the plants that
aract buerﬂies and pollinators can be messy looking.

Many plants that aract buerﬂies and pollinators should
be recommended for the backyard, as they are
usually seasonal wildﬂowers, annuals, and other
ﬂowering plants that may have a messy appearance.
Images: E2 — wildﬂowers for the back yard, E3 — plants
for pollinators in the side yard.
FFL program should create drought tolerant plant combinaons for yards in north, central, and south Florida. This
would help homeowners purchase groups of plants that
have the same water requirements and look good
together. Image: E4 — drought tolerate plants grouped in
the front yard.

Water conservaon — FFL promotes water conservaon
through the use of drought tolerant plants. Both groups
recognized the importance of using drought tolerant
plants, however, the HOA members were more
concerned about the look of the plants — envisioning
desert type plants.
Water Polluon — Use of chemicals in ponds was a
concern for both groups. The primary concern was the
eﬀect the chemicals might have on the habitat of wading
birds in stormwater ponds.

The FFL program recommends reduced use of pescides
(IPM) and herbicides (hand weeding), and the use of a
vegetated buﬀer around water bodies. These
recommendaons should be incorporated in the
covenants. Image: E5 — Vegetave buﬀer on water front

FFL environmentally friendly — Both groups understood
that FFL yards are environmentally friendly and should
be the basis of a landscape design, however, the HOA
members sll had reservaons about the look of the
plant material.

FFL literature should include more example photos of
landscapes from other communies with FFL yards that
meet the aesthec requirements of the community. This
will show board members that FFL can meet aesthec
requirements. Image: E6 — photo of community with a
disnct look and FFL yard
The primary concern — protecon of the environment was a concern for both groups but the HOA board members
were not convinced that the desired look could be achieved if environmental issues took precedent. Some felt the
best compromise was reduced water use, but not to the extent of compromising the look of the turf.
A descripon of the features and beneﬁts (eco-system services) of an ‘environmental’ yard and how maintaining the
yard environmentally will actually improve the value of the landscape will help homeowners understand why it is in
their best interest to be environmentally concerned. For example, many communies are having water quality
problems in their stormwater pond systems. Algae and undesirable aquac plants are degrading the aesthec appeal
of the ponds and the environmental funcon, especially the wading bird habitat. Homeowners believe this is
decreasing the value of their property but oen don’t make the connecon between their landscape maintenance
pracces and the look and quality of the water. Some understand the impact but are not sure how to migate and/or
change their behavior.
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Environment: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members

Environmental Items

Response

FFL plants considered invasive — The board members
expressed concern that FFL plants were invasive
(perhaps meaning they were aggressive), although they
did idenfy FFL as being environmentally friendly.
Invasive plants are not nave in the area where they
are growing. Aggressive plants can be nave or nonnave plants that grow rapidly and spread quickly
through a region or yard. Many aggressively growing
plants can be appropriate for covering large areas so
idenfying an aggressive plant as a nuisance could
simply depend on the locaon.

The FFL program could develop lists of potenally spreading (aggressive, not invasive) plants and
recommendaons for containment, such as edging.
Containment techniques should be included in HOA
covenants or educaonal material for homeowners.
Images: E1, E2 — photos that show a driveway and pathway to contain plants.

Aesthecs more important than environment – While
board members acknowledged that the environment
was important, they felt it was equally important to
maintain a desired look. And they felt there should be a
way to have both a visually appealing landscape that is
also environmentally friendly.

The FFL program could develop a graphic way to show the
relaonship between aesthecs and environmental health.
For example, colorful shrubs that are also water conserving, irrigaon systems that conserve water yet maintain
the green color of turf, plants that aract pollinators and
are evergreen.
Images: E3 – water conserving colorful plants, E4– drip irrigaon for plant beds.

Lower maintenance standard – Board members felt
that monitoring FFL could be diﬃcult because there was
a “lower maintenance” standard for FFL yards and
there would have to be two sets of standards.

The ARB (architectural review board) should include a
person who is knowledgeable about FFL and plant
material. They could help other board members
understand recommended FFL maintenance
techniques and see that less maintenance does not mean
“lower maintenance” as in a less maintained look.
Image: E5 – Low maintenance plants with a maintained
look

Use of inferior chemicals – Some board members felt
the use of inferior quality (cheap) chemicals (herbicide
and ferlizer) was the cause of environmental damage.

UF/IFAS extension has publicaons on the proper
selecon and use of chemicals. Many extension agents
have also developed workshops to distribute informaon
about selecng chemicals and proper use of them. The
GI-BMP program in the Florida Yards and Neighborhoods
program trains pescide applicators in the proper use of
chemicals. HOA landscape boards should only hire GI-BMP
cerﬁed applicators.
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Environment: Items of Concern — Homeowners

Environment Items

Response

Use of stones — Homeowners thought stones should be allowed in some cases where the owner may have ﬁnancial
concerns and not be able to pay for irrigaon water. They
also felt stones should be allowed if they were integrated in
the design and not used as a groundcover. However, some
felt the pracce of vacuuming the stones was inappropriate
and a waste of energy.

Use stones sparingly and have a purpose for the
stones such as controlling erosion in swales. Include
in the landscape design as a feature such as a dry
stream bed, a gravel pathway, or a focal area.
Images: E1 — Stones in dry streambed, E2 — Stones in
stormwater detenon pond, E3 — Stones as a design
feature

FFL plants nave and drought tolerant — Homeowners understood many FFL recommended plants were drought tolerant but some also thought that meant they were nave
plants. A common misconcepon about nave plants is that
they are all drought tolerant and hardy plants which make
them FFL plants.

FFL promotes the use of both nave and non-nave
plants, as long as they conform to the “Right Plant,
Right Place” principle. Nave plants can be a good
choice if their growing requirements match the site
condions. Soil condions do not always favor nave
plants. Water use and longevity (durable and longlived) is most important.

FFL plants wildlife friendly – Homeowners thought that
most FFL plants were wildlife friendly; however, not all FFL
plants are. Most plants support very speciﬁc types of wildlife
so it is important to select plants based on the wildlife they
aract. Homeowners did not see their own yards as possible
nature preserves, but they appreciated natural areas in their
community.

Incorporate plants that support desirable wildlife. The
FFL plant selecon guide notes plants that aract
desirable wildlife (birds and buerﬂies), however it
might be useful to include other wildlife that the plant
aracts in the list.
Image: E4 — Plants that aract desirable wildlife and
sll maintain the ‘look’

Aesthecs and environment equal — Homeowners believed
that equal importance should be placed on the environment
and aesthecs. They understood that the HOA board has
responsibilies to monitor the look of yards and agreed that
they should look good, but they also thought that it was
possible to be more ﬂexible in the aesthecs to allow for
environmental concerns.

A publicaon could show the types of wildlife that a
tradional yard might aract and the addional
wildlife that could be aracted with a few minor
changes to the landscape to make it more FloridaFriendly.

Role of homeowners in large developments – Homeowners
expressed concern that despite their eﬀorts to create FFL
they were doubul about what diﬀerence one person could
make in a large development. They also expressed concern
about the environmental impact of clear-cung in a new
very large community being built close to them. They
noced more wildlife in their neighborhood as a result of the
new development.

Homeowners are stewards of the land (their yards)
and have the opportunity to set a good example for
others to follow. Informaon about how their yard
connects to other yards throughout the community
would be helpful. HOA board members are stewards
of the enre community and especially the common
areas.
Image: E5 — FFL landscapes can look appropriate for
many diﬀerent architectural styles and used throughout a development making the enre development
more wildlife friendly
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Environment: Linking Items of Concern Between Homeowners and Board Members
Link: Landscape design features such as stormwater ponds, stones, and plants create the larger landscape ecosystem
in yards, neighborhoods, and communies. The appropriate use of features will collecvely protect and improve the
environment and maximize eco-system services.
Landscape Features
Linking Environment & Design
Nave vs. non-nave plants — FFL recommendaons
do not disnguish between nave and non-nave plants
— only in selecng the right plant for the right place.
For both naves and non-naves, use the same checklist of desirable characteriscs, such as low water
needs, long lived, low maintenance, pest resistant, and
visually appealing. When selecng either nave or nonnave plants it is important to note the growing condions and characteriscs of the plant, such as height and
spread, and do not assume the plant will do well just
because it is nave.

A checklist of the desired characteriscs in plant material
would be helpful. The list should emphasize matching the
plant to the site condions. Rapidly growing plants are
fairly easy to idenfy and should be used with cauon and
given room to grow. However, many plants that do grow
rapidly can be easily trimmed and contained with edging
material or in pots so they should not be automacally
eliminated from the plant palee.
Images: E1 — yard with all nave plants, E2 – yard with a
mix of nave plants, E3– yard with no nave plants.

Water quality and quanty – Both groups were concerned with the impact of irrigaon pracces on water
quanty and yard chemicals on water quality. There is
an understanding that ferlizer and other chemicals
aﬀect water in ponds but not much knowledge about
how to migate the eﬀect, especially since most of the
homeowners have landscape contractors who actually
apply the chemicals. HOA board members were also
concerned that less ferlizer would mean brown lawns.

UF/IFAS has many publicaons about appropriate irrigaon pracces and the proper use of ferlizer and
chemicals. These publicaons should be made available to
homeowners and the HOA board should contract yard
maintenance with companies that use IFAS recommendaons and have GI-BMP cerﬁed pescide applicators.

Stones in the landscape – Stones can be used eﬀecvely in the landscape for both funconal and aesthec
purposes. Covering an enre yard with stones is not
aesthecally pleasing, environmental, or funconal and
is not recommended by FFL. Stones should serve a
purpose and then be incorporated into the landscape as
an aesthec feature of the design.

Appropriate and aesthec use of stones in a landscape
could be included in the HOA covenants along with
inappropriate use of stones, such as covering the enre
yard surface with rocks. The environmental issues with
using only stone could also be described.
Images: E3 — stones used inappropriately, E4– stones used
appropriately.

Aesthec characteriscs of plants – Both homeowners
and HOA board members were concerned that
aesthec appeal be maintained in an environmentally
friendly landscape. The basic elements and principles of
design can be applied to any landscape without compromising environmental quality. The aesthec characteriscs of plants, such as texture, form, and color also
apply to environmentally friendly landscapes.

A shopper’s pocket guide for purchasing plants could be
included in the HOA covenants or provided as a
supplement. The guide should include a checklist of what
to look for, including growing condions, texture, color,
form, and size and how to put collecons of plants
together.
Images: E5 — collecons of plants that work well together
visually

Environmental qualies (ecosystem services) — the
environmental beneﬁts of plants were generally
discussed in terms of funcon in the yard, such as
providing shade and aracng wildlife with food and
shelter plants. More of the discussion centered on the
use of mulch and encouraging earthworms in the soil.

The concept of eco-system services can be simpliﬁed by
describing how a mix of plant materials, such as trees,
groundcovers, and shrubs beneﬁt the environment.
Images: E6 — plant combinaons that provide environmental beneﬁts such as shade, erosion protecon, and
wildlife habitat
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Topic Area 3 — Cultural and Social

Cultural and Social: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members and Homeowners

Cultural/Social Items

Response

FFL posively valued — Both groups understood that
FFL landscapes were environmentally sound landscapes
and discussed their value as a way to improve the
environment. Homeowners were more likely to
understand the aesthec value or felt that FFL yards
could be both environmental and aesthec if carefully
designed. HOA board members were more doubul and
expressed concern primarily over having less turf.

Covenants can show images of aesthecally pleasing
landscapes that ﬁt the desired look in the community and
explain the raonal for the look in terms of the character
of the community and why it enhances property value.
Descripons help clarify the intent of the code and most
people are more likely to accept a rule if they understand
the purpose.
Images: C1-C6 — landscapes that look tradional but are
also FFL.

Codiﬁed regulaons posively valued — Both groups
understood the value of having regulaons and
landscape covenants. Homeowners agreed that covenants improve the value and visual appeal of a neighborhood but they thought there could be more ﬂexibility in
the covenants without diminishing their purpose. Board
members who are tasked with enforcing the covenants
menoned the importance of the covenants being
clearly wrien with no gray areas open to interpretaon.

Covenants that regulate look and aesthecs are diﬃcult
to write. The challenge is to allow for some personal
expression while sll making the covenants clearly
enforceable. This generally means that whatever is being
enforced must be measurable. Measuring features in the
landscape is usually accomplished with descripons of
percent of area, size restricons (dimensions), and lists of
approved/not approved items such as furniture and
ornaments.
Images: C7, C8 — water features or ornaments.

Distrust in landscape contractors — Both groups
expressed some distrust in hired landscape contractors.
Homeowners felt contractors could not maintain the
yard properly and wanted more control over their
landscape, while board members expressed some
concern over the abilies of the contractors.

Homeowners and board members should work together
to create a list of contractors who are highly
recommended and are known for high quality work.
Homeowners could be allowed to hire their own contractors, but they would be responsible for ensuring the contractors work meets the standard of care required by the
covenants.

The primary concern — the role of regulaons and the role of the HOA board members was a primary concern to
both groups. Both agree that FFL principles and covenants are useful to maintain property value, increase safety, provide a sense of community, and improve neighbor relaons. However, enforceable covenants desired by the board
members were oen seen by homeowners as too restricve.
Well-wrien covenants that give examples and describe intent (for example, Form-Based covenants) are oen easier
to enforce and easier to understand by laypeople. Most people respond favorably to restricons when they understand the purpose and feel they have opons for achieving the desired outcome.
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Cultural/Social: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members

Cultural/Social Items
Narrow idea of acceptable landscapes — When board
members described acceptable landscapes it was clear their
vision of community ﬁt was relavely narrow compared to
homeowners. Green, healthy turf was a priority. Another
concern was maintaining a well-manicured yard with
pruned shrubs, edged turf, no weeds or dead plants, and
clean mulch. All of these maintenance tasks are also part of
a FFL yard — but the frequency is usually less because
plants are selected for low maintenance including less pruning.

Response
Covenants are typically very clear on maintenance
standards with regards to weeds and lawns. One way
to reduce maintenance and maintain the manicured
looked is to encourage the use of shrubs that will not
outgrow their space, shrubs that require lile pruning
to maintain a desired shape, and edging
materials that are easy to mow around.
Image: C1, C2 — landscapes with low maintenance
levels, C3, C4– landscapes with high maintenance
levels.

FFL diﬃcult to monitor — Board members were concerned
that monitoring FFL landscapes would be more diﬃcult if
they looked signiﬁcantly diﬀerent or contained more plant
material. Many could not visualize an FFL but they expected
more plants and less turf and more aggressively growing
plants (which could be many plants that are not regularly
maintained).

Board members need help visualizing FFL. Clear photos
of FFL yards with a more tradional look (not yards
without turf) will convey to them that the landscape is
not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent so monitoring the
maintenance will not require a diﬀerent set of covenants.
Images: C5 — ground cover and turf together, C6 –
yard with turf and landscape plants.
Board members need to recognize that maintaining
turf in some yards (especially those with deep shade)
can be diﬃcult. If homeowners have evidence they
have made a good eﬀort to keep their turf growing
and are sll not successful the HOA should consider
that turf will not grow everywhere and oﬀer
alternave groundcover opons.
Images: C7, C8 — groundcovers in shade

Monitoring responsibilies — Board members claimed the
task they disliked most was monitoring yard maintenance
and nofying homeowners. Some felt they put too much
emphasis on turf resulng in many leers to homeowners.
Some expressed the feeling that it was ridiculous that some
people did not care about their yard. However, some
homeowners talked about the stress of maintaining a yard
to the HOA standards, especially if the cost was high.
Newcomer’s expectaons — Board members felt the new
residents (especially those from out-of-state) should be
targeted for landscape educaon. Some newcomers try to
adapt the landscape styles and plants they know to the
Florida climate.

The HOA ARB (Architectural Review Board) could
develop a ‘welcome package’ that includes landscape
suggesons with plant lists and names of local experts
from UF/IFAS Extension who can help them.

Diﬀerences in taste — Some board members felt home
owners might not have good taste when they made
changes in their yard. Conversely, some homeowners expressed the same senment about board members, stang
they oen have bad taste.

Encouraging ‘tasteful’ design decisions can be done
through well-wrien covenants. Both groups need to
remember that monitoring neighbor’s preferences is
not the role of either group. HOA board members
enforce the code, not complaints from neighbors
about lack of design aesthecs.

Turfgrass requirements — the HOA oen provides a list of
turfgrass suppliers. They were very concerned that turf be
well maintained at all mes.

The HOA ARB should consider that homeowners rarely
list turf as their favorite plant in their yard. It is
considered more ulitarian by most and the primary
concern is meeng maintenance requirements.
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Cultural/Social: Items of Concern — Homeowners

Cultural/Social Items

Response

Willing to be diﬀerent — Homeowners expressed the
desire and willingness to have landscapes that look
diﬀerent from their neighbors but not too diﬀerent.
They would like to deviate somewhat from an FFL by
using more annuals, and also deviate somewhat from
the HOA landscape by incorporang more edibles in the
front yard garden.

FFL does not totally exclude annuals. The recommendaon is to use them in key locaons of the landscape
where a small number will have the greatest impact, such
as by the front door. Edibles can oen be included in the
front yard by incorporang them in plant beds and
selecng plants with interesng forms, texture, and color
so they add to the composion. They should be grouped
by water needs (hydrozone).
Image: C1 — annuals in front yard.

Pressure from neighbors — Homeowners found that
neighbors who preferred green, lush turf would oen try
to convince others at garden club meengs and other
social events that large areas of green turf were
important to the look of the neighborhood. However,
yards were rarely a topic of conversaon between
neighbors.

Workshops with Extension agents that target issues with
turf might be helpful. The workshops should include
design ideas that highlight the use of small amounts of
turf designed to look bigger. A small area of wellmaintained turf looks beer than a large area of turf with
maintenance problems. Images: C2, C3 – a small amount
of turf in front yards.

Inconsistent enforcement — Homeowners felt the
landscape covenants were not consistently enforced
with tradional yards and were concerned that the FFL
would only contribute to the problem of inconsistent
enforcement (i.e. they might be targeted for having an
FFL yard).

When HOA covenants are clear about what will be
enforced, homeowners will see that enforceable
elements are the same in FFL and tradional landscapes.
Covenants should be reviewed and any enforcement
standards that would be unfavorable (such as severe
pruning) to FFL revised.
Images: C4 – Shrubs too large for a space is an
enforceable element, C5 – Shrubs pruned to un-natural
shapes is an enforceable element.

Distrust of board — Some homeowners felt that
inconsistent enforcement lead to distrust of the board
member’s ability to disnguish between a landscape
problem that was covenant regulated and a problem
that was simply personal preference. However, some
homeowners felt their neighbors were more crical of
their landscapes than the board.

Inconsistent enforcement is oen a percepon rather
than reality, but percepon is what counts. Board
members may not be aware of this percepon and should
take steps to make sure their process is fair and
transparent. As more landscapes become FFL, acceptance
from neighbors will be more likely. Image: C6 – a nontradional FFL yard.

Change regulaons to beneﬁt environment — Homeowners were open to revising the regulaons if it would
beneﬁt the environment. The primary change they
would recommend is to allow the use of more plants/
groundcover and less turf, especially in areas where turf
will not grow. The homeowners would also allow turf go
dormant (brown color) in the winter.

Covenant revisions that will create a more environmentally friendly landscape without compromising the look of
the neighborhood should be considered. Most landscapes
can look good with less turf if they are designed to opmize the view (perspecve) of the turf from the street.
Image: C7 — less turf that looks like a large area
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Cultural/Social: Linking Items of Concern Between Homeowners and Board Members
Link: Well-wrien covenants are the key to addressing the cultural concerns of the homeowners and the HOA board
members. Covenants can guide homeowners in decisions that allow them to have a slightly diﬀerent landscape and
will also assist the board members in monitoring the yards with more consistency. When homeowners feel board
members are consistent and monitor covenants only (not preferences) they will be more respecul and trusul of
them.
Cultural/Social Items
Linking Covenants to Social Issues
Covenants that work — Covenants that are not well
wrien make the job of the board members more diﬃcult and the homeowners frustrated with inconsistent
monitoring. Covenants should be revised to include only
measureable features. A very eﬀecve technique for
wring covenants is to include many photos and drawings. This type of format is called Form-Based Covenants
and is typically used for buildings and streets in urban
areas. The format can be easily adapted to landscapes.

The best measurements are dimensions, counts, and
proporons. Height and width are the easiest to measure,
such as the height and spread of shrubs, or the height of
yard ornaments. Counts are also easy — such as the exact
number of shrubs or trees allowed in the yard. Percent of
a space (for example percent of front yard that is turf) is
more diﬃcult to measure with accuracy, but does provide
a way to monitor. Diagrams allow these to be easily depicted in the covenants.
Images: C1 — diagram showing acceptable height and
width of shrubs, C2 — diagram showing plan view with
acceptable number of plants and percent that is turf

Monitoring with consistency — Landscape features that
can be monitored with consistency include types and
size of plants, types and size of garden ornaments,
locaon of features in the yard, and the type of hardscape materials, such as pavers and lights and hardscape
locaon. Covenants should also include features not
allowed in the front yard, such as water features or dog
runs. Covenants should not dictate layout of plants —
every yard is diﬀerent and the layout needs to ﬁt the
space.

Well-wrien covenants include consideraons for plants:
Plant numbers — both trees and shrubs. Plant sizes for
designated yard areas — large plants on property boundaries, medium shrubs under windows, etc. Plant types for
designated yard areas — speciﬁed trees in front yard,
shrubs for the side yards, edibles in back yard.
Image: C3 — diagram showing plant types in diﬀerent
yard zones

FFL principles in measureable format — FFL principles
are diﬃcult to incorporate into covenants because they
are primarily concerned with maintenance pracces that
cannot be codiﬁed. Individual monitoring of
maintenance acvies is impossible unless all yards are
maintained by one landscape company and the same
maintenance roune is used by all (regardless of need).

The ﬁrst principle — Right Plant/Right Place can be somewhat codiﬁed by recommending types and locaons for
plants based on funcon and aesthecs. Communies
that have contracts with one landscape company can
specify treatments according to the UF/IFAS recommendaons. Image: C4 — diagram showing locaon of recommended plants

Acons to develop trust/respect — Inconsistent monitoring is more oen about how the covenants are
wrien
rather than the personal preferences of the board
members. Board members can only give citaons for
speciﬁc elements in the covenants but the problem lies
with the interpretaon of the covenants. Poorly wrien
covenants allow for diﬀerent interpretaons.

Covenants can be wrien clearly and concisely so that
they are not open to interpretaon. The key is in selecng
the proper format and working with a professional who
has experience wring covenants that incorporate aesthecs and maintenance.
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C1– These diagrams illustrate the acceptable height and width of shrubs. Related text can explain where diﬀerent
sizes should be used. For example: mid-ground shrubs (2– 5’) should be used along fence lines and under windows.
Foreground plants and groundcover are appropriate for walkways and paos.

20% turf

C2– Plan view diagrams can be used to show number
of plants and percent of turf. Symbols indicate large
trees, shrubs and small plants.

C3– Diagrams can specify the locaon of trees in
each area of the yard. Recommendaons include a
tree to shade the walkway and driveway and trees
to frame a view of open water.

C4– Diagram shows recommendaons for types and locaons of
plants for funcon and aesthecs.
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Topic Area 4 — Educaon

Educaon: Items of concern — HOA Board Members and Homeowners

Educaon Items

Response

Newcomers need informaon — both groups felt that
new residents should be targeted with landscape guidelines and informaon, stang that they were most likely
to have diﬃculty selecng the appropriate plants and
would beneﬁt most from learning about FFL.

HOA’s should develop a landscaping advice kit for new
homeowners when they purchase their home. Important
informaon would include contact names and numbers
for advice from experts. It could also be included in the
FFL program web site.

Current residents — current residents may be
knowledgeable about the covenants, but they will likely
need informaon about FFL if they are planning to retroﬁt their landscapes. These residents also need to keep
current on new county or city regulaons, such as
ferlizer ordinances. Homeowners expressed a desire for
more educaon and HOA members wanted more
resource materials to give homeowners.

This document should be available to all extension agents
who are working with HOA ARB boards to help develop
more educaonal material that is speciﬁc to their
community.

The primary concern – Both groups desired easy to understand materials with many photo examples. HOA members
were not sure about wring FFL into the covenants unl they could beer visualize the look of the landscape.
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Educaon: Items of Concern — HOA Board Members

Educaon Items
UF extension providing FFL informaon — board members felt that UF Extension agents were providing the
appropriate informaon for them to use in their literature
to inform homeowners about FFL yards

Response
Extension agents could review the informaon that
board members are using in their literature and make
recommendaons for revisions or addions to the
handouts. Many agents have excellent ideas that they
have been using in their counes to work with HOA’s.
The FFL program may want to collect samples and post
them on their website for use by other agents who can
adapt them to their program.

HOA distributes resources on FFL — board members felt
they were doing an adequate job of distribung FFL
informaon to the homeowners

Although HOA’s may be distribung informaon it may
not be eﬀecvely prepared and delivered. Extension
agents have experse in developing and delivering
programs that board members should tap into. Agents
may also share their programs with the FFL state
program.
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Educaon: Items of Concern — Homeowners

Educaon Items
Master Gardeners resource — homeowners felt
that the Master Gardeners were a good source of
informaon on FFL.

Response
Extension programs could include Master Gardeners in
programs with homeowners and HOA board members,
parcularly because homeowners seem to connect well with
the Master Gardeners. This may be a trust issue as
homeowners are familiar with the term Master Gardener.
Master Gardeners could share their ps and programs with
other counes.

Addional informaon — Although the homeowners were not new residents they expressed the desire to have more informaon and help with
converng to a FFL yard. Some focus group parcipants came to the meeng with the hopes of learning more about FFL and to get informaon on how
to work with the board members.

Several documents, including this one, have been developed
to help board members, Extension agents, and Master
Gardeners develop and deliver programs. Sharing informaon
about this document and other resources will be helpful for
other agents and programs.

HOA did not give informaon/support — some
homeowners were disappointed with the lack of
informaon they got from their HOA. They were
able to get general informaon from the UF FFL
program but they wanted to know the posion of
their HOA board on FFL.

Agents could help boards develop material and tailor
informaon to their community. For example, communies
have diﬀerent codes that will require diﬀerent revisions.
Agents could also help the board members develop a posion
statement regarding FFL.
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Educaon: Linking Items of Concern Between Homeowners and Board Members

Link: HOA board members should work with a designer to develop an FFL version that is compable with their
exisng community landscapes. There is a diﬀerence in percepon between homeowners, who don’t think HOA’s
provide enough informaon, and HOA board members, who feel they are providing adequate informaon.
Educaon Items
Target newcomers — targeng new homeowners from outof-state will help people who are not familiar with the plants
and sub-tropical landscapes make proper changes to their
landscape.

Linking Educaon Programs and Informaon
Newcomers should be made aware of educaonal
materials available to them when they purchase their
home.

Tailor educaonal materials to the target community —
communies will have diﬀerent needs for landscape informaon including recommended plants for special condions
such as stormwater pond shorelines. Images and photos will
also be diﬀerent depending on the desired look for the community.
Demonstraon landscapes — demonstraon landscapes in
the common areas can be used to show homeowners the
plants that will do well in the area and will also give
homeowners an idea of the look that is desired.

Agents and FFL should work with HOA board
members and residents to learn what type of
informaon they need in their community and the
desired look of the community so they can tailor their
own version of FFL in the educaonal materials.
Extension agents and the FFL program can work with
communies that want to convert their common
areas to FFL by helping develop a landscape design
and selecng appropriate plant material.
Images: common area landscapes in communies
where agents have already worked with the communies to retroﬁt landscapes.
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Part II
Analysis and Discussion
Part II synthesizes the items and responses listed in the results tables into a series of recommendaons and acvies
for the Florida-Friendly Landscaping™ program, Extension agents, board members, and homeowners to encourage
and promote the use of Florida-Friendly landscapes.
Each table examines one of the topic areas: Aesthecs, Environment, Social/Cultural, and Educaon and includes a
descripon of the most important connecon between homeowners and HOA board members. The Aesthecs
connecon describes a way to design Florida-Friendly landscapes that also ﬁt the desired look of the community
landscapes. The primary connecon for Environment describes how environmental health and aesthecs come
together in Florida-Friendly landscapes. The Social/Cultural connecon concerns using well-wrien covenants to address cultural concerns and provide consistency in enforcement. The primary Educaon connecon is developing a
community version of FFL yards for their new materials and programs. The suggested connecons that link the
concerns of homeowners and board members are used as the basis for developing materials and acvies to facilitate
the link.

Acvies and Recommendaons
Column 1 of each table lists who is responsible for developing materials or acvies. Some of the acvies require
collaboraon between two or three groups, including UF/IFAS personnel working with HOA board members and
homeowners. The groups include FFL staﬀ from the state program, Extension specialists with experse related to FFL,
Extension agents with programs related to FFL or horculture, HOA board members and ARB members, and interested homeowners from the community.
Acvies and recommendaons address items that appeared to be the most important to each group and easiest to
adapt to sasfy the needs of both groups. For example, board members are in favor of more turf and believe it relates
to property value, However, homeowners would like to decrease turf for environmental and maintenance reasons.
The suggested acvity shows how design techniques can sasfy both groups by having less turf that appears to be a
large area of turf. Each acvity is designed to bridge the diﬀerences between the two groups regarding FloridaFriendly Landscaping™ and suggest materials to develop, programs to iniate, and design techniques to use to bring
together the concerns of the two groups.
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Aesthecs: Connecng the Look of FFL and HOA Landscapes
The primary concern of both groups was to promote aracve landscapes that maintain property value and environmental health. Board members agreed they would be more willing to recommend/approve FFL yards if they could
visualize the look of the yard and homeowners agreed they would be more likely to install FFL yards if the HOA
covenants allowed for some ﬂexibility in the appearance.
Connecon: Find ways to combine ‘ﬁt’ and variety in the landscape — FFL and tradional yards have many features in
common and features from each landscape can be slightly modiﬁed to create a yard that is both FFL and tradional.
Who
FFL
Agents

Acvity/Recommendaon
FFL look — Develop images that convey a Florida-Friendly landscape that ﬁts the desired
look and shows the similaries between FFL landscapes and their community landscapes.
Use example images of landscapes from other communies that have FFL to show how
they meet the aesthec requirements of their community.

HOA board
Agents

Covenant intent statement — HOA board members and agents together could cra a design covenant statement that acknowledges the personal and emoonal es of landscapes
and explains the philosophy of the “look” desired in the community and concept of community pride that landscapes inﬂuence.

FFL
Agents
HOA

Desired community look — FFL and HOA board members should develop images of
landscape norms for the neighborhood — images should include trees, planng beds, and
plants around ulies. Other features such as stone/gravel pathways, yard ornaments,
fences, furniture, and water features should be included. Plan view drawings of a yard
should show minimum percent of turf required and show the same yard as viewed from
the street.

FFL
Agents

Turf and property value — To verify the percepon that more turf increases home values,
the FFL program should invesgate the property values of homes in communies that
have adopted FFL yards (from Zillow or other websites). Images of yards from these
communies that have FFL yards could be included as examples in the covenants of other
communies.

FFL
LA’s
Specialist

Designing with turf — Create plan view drawings showing typical front yards with plant
bedline layouts that will give the impression of more turf from the road. Homeowners can
then design their FFL yard to give the impression of a larger turf area from the road.
Deeply curved beds that bring ‘ribbons’ of turf from the foreground deep into the yard
give the impression of more turf.

FFL
LA’s
Specialist

Plant characteriscs — Describe the desired characteriscs of plants for FFL yards. Include
naturally neat forms, compact growth, clumping groundcover, easy to control spreading
plants, wide canopy trees for shade, and ﬂowers for pollinators. These characteriscs will
help HOA board members understand that FFL yards are not so diﬀerent from tradional
yards. A landscape design trick is to use manicured plants that are trimmed in the front of
the yard (closest to road) and less manicured plants by the house and deeper into the
yard. This gives the impression of a manicured look throughout the landscape.
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Environment: Linking Aesthecs to Environmental Health
The primary concern — protecon of the environment was a concern for both groups but the HOA board members
were not convinced that the desired look could be achieved if environmental issues took precedence. Some felt the
best compromise was to reduce water use, but not to the extent of compromising the look of the turf.
Connecon: Find ways to protect the environment without compromising aesthecs. For example, colorful shrubs
that conserve water, irrigaon technologies that conserve water yet maintain the green color of turf, and evergreen
plants that aract pollinators.
Who
FFL
Specialists

Acvity/Recommendaon
Right plant/right place — Develop a checklist of the desired growing requirements for plant material. The list should emphasize matching the plant to the site condions. Characteriscs could include
hardy, long-lived, pest free, evergreen, and nice form.

FFL

Maintenance for FFL yards — Use photo examples of the level of maintenance that is expected and
examples of appropriate maintenance. Although maintenance expectaons are hard to quanfy the
photos will give homeowners a general idea of what their yards should look like. Photos of several
landscapes (both tradional and FFL) with a descripon of the maintenance tasks may help both
groups see that the maintenance tasks are similar, but the me required is less. Data from the
research plots will help illustrate the diﬀerences.

FFL

Aesthecs and environmental health — illustrate the relaonship between aesthecs and
environmental health by showing images of properly trimmed and pruned shrubs and mulched
plant beds.

FFL
Specialists

Environmental yard — A descripon of the features and beneﬁts of an ‘environmental’ yard and
how maintaining the yard environmentally will improve the value of the landscape. This will help
homeowners understand why it is in their best interest to be environmentally concerned.

FFL
Agents

Wildlife — Develop a document that shows the types of wildlife that a tradional yard might aract
and the addional/other wildlife that could be aracted with a few minor changes to the landscape.
The FFL program may be able to idenfy parcular plants or landscape features that aract more
desirable types of wildlife and plants that should be avoided because they aract undesirable
wildlife.

FFL
Agents

Chemicals — UF/IFAS has many publicaons about the proper use of ferlizer and chemicals. These
publicaons should be available to homeowners and the HOA board should contract for yard
maintenance with companies that use UF/IFAS recommendaons.

FFL
Specialists

Water conservaon — FFL program should create drought tolerant plant combinaons for yards in
north, central, and south Florida. This would help homeowners purchase and use groups of plants
that have the same water requirements and look good together.

FFL
Agents

Eco-system services — The concept of eco-system services can be simpliﬁed by describing how
diﬀerent groups of plants, such as trees, groundcovers, and shrubs beneﬁt the environment and
provide ‘services’, such as cleaning water and air for humans.

FFL

Drought tolerant and arid plants — FFL is not linked with the term xeriscape, however, FFL should
develop informaon that compares drought tolerant plants to ‘xeriscape’ plants that are typically
associated with xeriscape landscapes and stones. The document should emphasize that a variety of
plants are drought tolerant and need not look like desert plants or landscapes.
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Social/Cultural: Wring Beer Codes
The primary concern – the role of regulaons and the role of the HOA board members was a primary concern to both
groups. Both agree that FFL principles and codes are useful to maintain property value, increase safety, provide a
sense of community, and improve neighbor relaons. Enforceable codes desired by the board members were oen
seen as too strict by homeowners.
Connecon: Well wrien codes are the key to addressing the cultural concerns of the homeowners and the HOA
board members. Codes can guide homeowners in decisions that allow them to have a slightly diﬀerent landscape and
they will assist the board members in monitoring the yards with more consistency. When homeowners perceive that
they are consistent they will be more respecul and trusul of the board members.
Who
FFL
Agents

Acvity/Recommendaon
Images — Covenants can show images of aesthecally pleasing landscapes that ﬁt the desired look
in the community and explain the reasoning for the look in terms of the character of the community
and why it enhances the value. For example well cared for yards show community pride and give
outsiders the impression that there are “eyes on the street”, a term that means people are aware of
what is going on in their neighborhood and are watching out for their neighbors. Studies have
shown that there is less crime and fewer problems in neighborhoods where care and upkeep is
obvious.

FFL
Specialists

Measurable covenants — Covenants are diﬃcult to write. The challenge is to allow for some
personal expression while sll making the covenants clearly enforceable. This generally means that
whatever is being enforced must be measurable. The best measurements are dimensions, counts,
and proporons. Height and width are the easiest to measure, such as the height and spread of
shrubs, the height of yard ornaments, or plant sizes for designated yard areas — large plants on
property boundaries, medium shrubs under windows, etc. Counts are also easy — such as the exact
number of shrubs or trees allowed in the yard. Speciﬁc types of plants for designated areas of the
yard are also easier to regulate — such as edibles in the back yard, certain trees in front yard, and
shrubs for the side yards. Percent of a space (e.g., percent of a front yard that is turf) is more diﬃcult to measure with accuracy. Covenants should also include features not allowed in the front yard,
such as water features or dog runs.

HOA
FFL
Specialists

Enforcement standards — If HOA covenants are clear about what will be enforced homeowners will
see that FFL will not be enforced diﬀerently because enforceable elements are the same in FFL and
tradional landscapes. The FFL program and agents should review covenants and revise any
enforcement standards that would be unfavorable to FFL landscapes.

HOA

Covenant revisions — changes should be made to covenants without compromising the intended
“look” of the community. For example, most landscapes can look good with less turf if they are designed to opmize the view (perspecve) of the turf from the street. Landscapes can also maintain a
manicured look if regularly trimmed plants are in the foreground and plants that are pruned less
oen in the background.

FFL
HOA

Codifying Right plant/Right place — The ﬁrst principle — Right Plant/Right Place can be codiﬁed by
recommending types and locaons for plants based on funcon and aesthecs.
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Educaon: Ideas for Programs and Materials
The primary concern – Both groups desired easy to understand materials with many photo examples. HOA members
were not sure about wring FFL into the covenants unl they had a beer visualizaon of the look of the landscape.
Connecon: the diﬀerence in percepon between homeowners, who do not think HOA’s provide enough informaon, and HOA boards, who feel they are providing adequate informaon, will help Extension agents and Master
Gardeners work with both groups to develop informaon and programs. Developing new materials provides a good
opportunity to create the community version of an FFL yard.
Who
Agents
HOA

FFL
Agents
Agents

FFL
Agents

FFL
Agents
Agents

FFL
Agents

FFL
Specialists

FFL
HOA

HOA Agents

Acvity/Recommendaon
Communies — produce their own in-house educaonal material with guidance and templates
from the Extension agents. Homeowners will perceive the board to be more aware and involved
in creang more environmentally friendly and aesthec landscapes. If homeowners feel the
board supports these types of landscapes they are more willing to compromise on some issues
such as stones, all nave plants, or amount of turf.
HOA’s — should develop a landscaping advice kit for new homeowners when they purchase their
home. The most important informaon would be contact names and numbers for advice from
experts. It could also be included in the FFL program web site.
Covenant revisions — Extension agents could use the Florida-Friendly Landscaping™ Model Covenants, Condions, and Restricons for new and exisng Community Associaons (manual developed by the UF Levin College of Law to help board members review and up-date their codes to
support the use of FFL).
Personalized materials — Agents and FFL should work with HOA board members and residents
to learn what type of informaon they need in their community and the desired looked of the
community so they can tailor the materials. Agents could help boards develop material and tailor
informaon to their community. For example, plant lists will be diﬀerent and communies will
have diﬀerent covenants that may need revision.
Demonstraon landscapes — Extension agents and the FFL program should work with
communies that want to convert their common areas to FFL by helping develop a landscape
design and selecng appropriate plant material.
Reaching homeowners — Extension agents should use their experse to work with board members to develop various methods for reaching homeowners. Agents may want to share their programs with the FFL state program.
Using exisng informaon — several documents, including this one, have been developed to
help board members, Extension agents, and Master Gardeners develop and deliver programs.
Sharing informaon on how the documents are used will be helpful for other agents and programs.
Maintenance costs — develop materials that show some more low-cost ways to maintain a
landscape (for example– EDIS publicaon: Twenty-Two Ideas for a Low-Care, Low-Cost Landscape. hp://edis.ifas.uﬂ.edu/ep442. Also incorporate the results of the research at the UF
Gainesville FFL research plots in the cost/maintenance materials.
New homeowners — should be a target group for informaon. HOA’s should develop a landscaping advice kit for new homeowners when they purchase their home. The most important informaon would be contact names and numbers for advice from experts. It could also be included in
the FFL program web site.
Extension — Landscape programs should make an eﬀort to involve Master Gardeners in programs with homeowners and HOA board members, parcularly because homeowners seem to
connect well with the Master Gardeners. This may be a trust issue as homeowners are familiar
with the term Master Gardener and many are in the same age group. Master Gardeners could
share their ps and programs with other counes.
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The Nine Principles of Florida-Friendly Landscaping™
hp://ﬄ.ifas.uﬂ.edu/homeowners/nine_principles.htm

1. Right Plant, Right Place
Aim for a diversity of trees, shrubs, groundcovers, and ﬂowers that match your yard’s diversity of soils,
light, water, and climac condions. Choose trees or shrubs that will not outgrow their alloed space.

2. Water Eﬃciently
Conserve water by having the right plants in the right places, group together plants with similar water
needs, zone your irrigaon system, irrigate only when water is actually needed.

3. Ferlize Appropriately
Prevent ferlizer leaching by following UF/IFAS recommended rates and applicaon mings. Use ferlizers with slow-release nitrogen and lile or no phosphorus. Never ferlize within 10 feet of any water
body. Do not ferlize before a heavy rain.

4. Mulch
Mulch helps retain soil moisture, protects plants, and inhibits weed growth. It gives your landscape a
neat, uniform appearance and is a great Florida-Friendly choice for hard-to-mow slopes and shady spots

5. Aract Wildlife
Select plants with seeds, fruit, foliage, ﬂowers, or berries that animals can eat. Supply water, such as a
rain garden or bird bath. Leave snags (dead trees), if they do not create a hazard, for birds to perch and
nest in. Increase vercal layering to provide more cover and feeding for wild criers.

6. Manage Yard Pests Responsibly
Pracce Integrated Pest Management (IPM), a strategy that helps gardeners manage pests with as few
chemicals as possible. To prevent disease and insect outbreaks, select pest-resistant plants and put
them in suitable locaons.

7. Recycle Yard Waste
Use clippings, prunings and rakings for composng, then use the compost as a soil amendment.

8. Reduce Stormwater Runoﬀ
Divert rainfall runoﬀ to pervious areas to allow it soak into the ground and not ﬂow into streams and
ponds.

9. Protect the Waterfront
Maintain a 10-foot “maintenance-free zone” around water bodies. Do not mow, ferlize, or use pescides in this zone. Stabilize shorelines by Installing nave aquac plants.
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